## OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

### OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

### UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

**Org Code: MAUE**

- Assistant Vice Chancellor: #89010 1.00
- Secretary III, SR16: #14364 1.00

### ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

**Org Code: MAASUE**

- Administrative Officer, PBB: #81335 1.00

### ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT & TECHNOLOGY

**Org Code: MADTUE**

- IT Manager, PBC: #80696 1.00
- IT Specialist, PBB: #78413 1.00
- IT Specialist, PBA: #81917T (T) 1.00
- Acad Sup Cntr Coord, PBB: #78349 1.00

### CAMPUS WIDE PROGRAMS

**Org Code: MACWP**

- Honors Program
- Interdisciplinary Studies Program
- Military Science
- Aerospace Studies
- Manoa Advising Center
- Pre-Health / Pre-Law Advising Center
- First Year Program
- Student Athlete Academic Services
- Service Learning Program
- Learning Assistance Center
- Manoa Catalog Office
- Student Support Services

---

### STATE OF HAWAII

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

### UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

CAMPUS WIDE PROGRAMS
CHART II-A

General Funds: 6.00 FTE
General Funds (Auth Temp): 1.00 FTE
CHART UPDATED
DATE: July 1, 2015

State of Hawaii
University of Hawaii
University of Hawaii at Manoa
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
ACADEMIC PERSONNEL OFFICE

POSITION ORGANIZATION CHART
CHART II-C

GENERAL FUND FTE: 4.00

CHANCELLOR
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

ACADEMIC PERSONNEL OFFICE
Org Code: MAACPL

Asst Vice Chancellor, #89214 1.00
Admin & Fiscal Supp Spec, PBA, #79601 1.00
Academic Affairs Program Officer, #89041 1.00
Human Resources Manager, PBB, #79191* 0.90

* .10 FTE from 99002F allocated; not established.
CHANCELLOR
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

ASSESSMENT OFFICE
Org Code: MAOASM

Director*
Specialist Type Faculty: 2.00
#70143, #70144

*Appointed from a faculty position to oversee Assessment operations
CHANCELLOR
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF FACULTY DEVELOPMENT AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Org Code: MAOFDA

Director*
Secretary III, SR16, #14349 1.00

CENTER FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Org Code: MACTE
Specialist Type Faculty: #83597 1.00
Specialist Type Faculty: #86264 1.00
Educational Spec, PBB, #77751 1.00

CENTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT
Org Code: MACTIS
Educational Specialist, PBB, #81678 1.00
Electronic Technician, PBA: #80723, #81012, #81344 3.00
Graphic Designer, PBB: #80687, #80688 2.00
Media Specialist, PBB, #77515 1.00

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF MULTICULTURAL HIGHER EDUCATION
Org Code: MACMHE

*Appointed from a faculty position to oversee OFDAS operations
CHANCELLOR
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

GENERAL EDUCATION OFFICE
Org Code: MAGEN

Director (appointed from a faculty position)
Secretary II, SR14, #42309 * 1.00
Educational Specialist, PBB: 2.00
#60836, #81997 *

* Positions partially support the Mānoa Writing Program.
Manoa Writing Program
Org Code: MAWRIT
Director (appointed from a faculty position) *

* Positions in the General Education Office partially support this Office: Secretary II, SR14, #42309 and Educational Specialists, PBB, #80836, #81997. Primary supervisor is General Education Office Director.
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

GRADUATE EDUCATION
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
Org Code: MAGRAD

Dean, #89040 1.00
Academic Supp Spec., PBB, #80566 1.00
Secretary III, SR-16, #26604 1.00
Associate Dean, #89060 1.00
Administrative Officer *

GRADUATE STUDENT SERVICES
Org Code: MASSGR

Student Services Specialist, PBC, #80275 1.00
Student Services Specialist, PBB 8.00
#78265, #78687, #78738, #80480
#80607, #80634, #81275, #81537
Office Assistant IV, SR-10 2.00
#17377, #41853
IT Specialist, PBB, #79082 1.00

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Org Code: MAITGR

IT Manager, PBB, #81628 1.00

* Position Number and Count to be requested